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In this exercise we explore low-rank approximations to a matrix.

1. Load a picture you took with a camera into Matlab (imread), convert it to gray scale (rgb2gray)

and display it (image followed by colormap(gray(256)). Make sure it is displayed correctly,

because later you will need to evaluate images visually. Do not use an image that is too large, or else

the rest of the exercise will require too much time and memory. I ran the exercise successfully on a

laptop on a a 1944x2592 pixel image (5 MP), but you may run into trouble with larger images.

2. Convert the pixels in the gray-scale image from unsigned integers to double-precision floating point

numbers (double).

3. Compute the singular value decomposition of the image A into A = UΣV
T . The svd function has

some optional parameters that may be useful. What happens if you try to apply svd to the integer

image? Why?

4. Create rank-k approximate images by using only the largest k singular values. The simplest way to

do this is to zero small singular values on the diagonal of S. Find a more efficient way to generate

the approximation.

5. Evaluate the quality of the approximation for different values of k, ranging from very small up to

values that generate a very good approximation (that that is hard to distinguish visually from the

original). At what value does the approximation become reasonable, and at what value does it

become excellent?

6. Can you relate your findings to the size of the singular values? It helps to plot them on a logarithmic

scale (semilogy).

7. What do you think are the characteristics of the picture that affect the rank that is required to

obtain a good reproduction of the original? After you form a hypothesis, load two more pictures

into Matlab, one that you think is easy to approximate with a small rank, and another that you

think will require a large rank. You can take new pictures with a camera if you think that this

will help you create extreme examples (but the images must come from a camera). Now test your

hypothesis: first investigate the distribution of singular values, and then the visual quality of low-

rank approximations. Are the results consistent with your hypothesis?

8. Matlab’s svd is very reliable and always computes all the singular values. Another Matlab function,svds, computes a subset of the decomposition, sometimes faster than svd, but is a bit less reliable.

Compare the quality of the approximation you get from svds to that you get from svd. Is the quality

similar? Now investigate the running times. The running time of svd depends mostly on the size

of the image; that of svds on both the size of the image and on the number of singular values and

vectors you ask for. What is the break even point? It’s interesting to explore this for both small and

large images.
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